Dominant rearrangements among human tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. Analysis of T-cells derived from 32 patients with melanoma, lung, and renal cell carcinoma.
Dominant rearrangements of T-cell receptor (TCR) beta-chain genes are reported among tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL). After interleukin-2 expansion of TIL from renal and lung carcinoma and melanoma biopsy tissues, rearrangements of TCR beta-chain genes were analyzed by Southern blotting. Nongermline restriction fragments, indicating dominant rearrangements, were detected among the TIL from all 6 patients with renal cell carcinoma, 17 of 20 patients with melanoma, and 3 of 6 patients with lung tumors. The restriction-fragment sizes of these dominant rearrangements were heterogeneous among the various patients. Rearrangements into C beta 1 were more common than C beta 2 rearrangements. Phenotypic analyses indicated that dominant rearrangements occurred in both CD4 and CD8 predominant TIL populations. The TIL populations that were extracted were expanded to derive large cell numbers suitable for in vivo transfer in an interleukin-2 and TIL immunotherapy program. The data indicated that the cells delivered to these patients usually were characterized by dominant populations of T-cells with selective TCR gene rearrangements. The significance of selective TCR use requires evaluation of the function and specificity of the TIL comprising these dominant populations both in their native in vivo setting and in the context of therapeutic transfer.